Introduction
We consider the Cauchy problem for non-strictly hyperbolic systems with characteristic roots of constant multiplicity.
We shall indicate some sufficient condition in order that the Cauchy problem is well posed in C°° class. In particular we shall give a necessary and sufficient condition for first order hyperbolic systems.
We introduce the following notation, (E) There exists G(£)(ZG, a neighborhood of x, such that for any f(x) eC°°(G(£)) and g/eC 00 (G(£) f| {^o = £o», there is a function
w(x)6EC°°(G(£)) satisfying (1) . ([/) If for any G(x)dG, a neighborhood of x, there exists G(£)dG(5:), a neighborhood of x such that if u^C°°(G(x}} satisfies (1) and Pu = 0 in G(x) f| {x^>x^ and supp ud {X Q^> X Q } , then u = Q in
If for any x^G, the Cauchy problem (1) for P is well posed at X 9 then P is said to be well posed in G.
We say that P is a hyperbolic system of constant multiplicity, if it holds (2) det p m (x, f ) = n (£, 4. A « (x, r ) ) •« , 1=1 here V z is an integer, and A (l) are real valued functions in C°°(Gx {JT-0}), ilv l = ?nN and A (I)^= A W) for /^j.
Z=l
We start with the Cauchy problem for the hyperbolic systems with a diagonal principal part. We say that P is a hyperbolic system with diagonal principal part of constant multiplicity, if the principal part of P has the form, where / is the identity matrix and A (l) (x, ? x ) are real valued functions in C-(Gx-{H"-0}), j^v^mN.
= 1
Denote the phase function of P by ^( l) (x) , that is 9 (p->oo),
Remark. This condition was suggested by Leray-Ohya [5] . When JV=1, this is the usual Levi's condition (c.f. [2] , [6] ). If we can choose nP -n?\ our condition is same one as Gourdin [3] and VaillantBersin [9] .
Theorem 1. Let P be a hyperbolic system with diagonal principal part of constant multiplicity. If P satisfies the Levi's condition (L) in G then P is -well posed in G.
Remark. The condition (L) is not a necessary condition in orderthat P is well posed in G. For example
But we can never choose integers satisfying (L) .
We shall investigate the necessary condition in the section 3 (Theorem 3.2).
We next consider a hyperbolic system of constant multiplicity. We say that Q is a cofactor system of P, if the principal symbol of Q is the cofactor matrix of P m (x 9 £) . Then if P is a hyperbolic system of constant multiplicity, PQ and OP are both hyperbolic systems with diagonal principal part of constant multiplicity.
We obtain the following theorem as a corollary of Theorem 1. Example (Petkov) . Let
Then PQ satisfies the Levi's condition (L), when we choose
We shall examine more precisely a first order hyperbolic system of constant multiplicity, that is, m = l,
where Aj(x) and B(x) are NxN matrices of elements in C°°(G).
Moreover we assume n Then we can construct a pseudo-differential operator N(x 9 Z)') of order zero with respect to D', which transforms microlocally
where 
Consider the following Cauchy problem; 
G). Assume that b\(x,D) satisfies the condition (L) , that is, for any
where p= |^7|, m 0 = 7'o + niax ^P, a?z^ ^f ^ (^, f
Proof. We can write by virtue of (1. 1) and (1. 
From the initial condition of (1. 2) it follows that of order zero such that
eC°°(y (.r, ?0) ^; 7^ C (l) 75 ViXVr Jordan's matrix of rank Vj -1.
. We shall seek N (x, D') such that,
here Nj(x 9 $') 9 the symbol of Nj(x,D'} is homogeneous degree -j in f . Then we can write the symbol of PN and ATP,
Hence we have
where JV 0 (x, f ') is given in Lemma 2. 1. Set
Then for />>!, we have from (2. 3), where N% n and F^n are V { X Vj matrices. Then we can write from In particular,
On the other hand, w mjA . satisfy (2. 11). Hence we have the relation (2.7). We can choose n 1>kj (k = I y ---y m) arbitrarily.
In order to apply this lemma to (2. 5), we put Proof. Set given by Petkov. In [7] he has proved that P ( * ) satisfies (La), if P does so, and that (L 2 ) is invariant under the transform of coordinate variables.
We need the following preliminary. The proof is easy. 
= S a?>(x, D-)f(x)e?\ g = l, -,p-l ,

S=2
here, In this section we shall show that the condition (Lj) is necessary in order that the Cauchy problem for P is well posed. Assume that the Cauchy problem for P is well posed at x^G.
Then for any neighborhood U (x) of x, there exists a neighborhood G (x) dU (x) and a positive integer S Q such that 
and e" 1 is the common denominator of the rational numbers 6 U} 0/ = 1, 
•-,cT
for x^U a \ an open set, where Q (1) (x, U) is a polynomial in H,
) ^0 and C (1) (^) is a C^-f unction in £7 (1) . We note that we
For, we have
) , the principal part L fc , is a polynomial of order for ^ej (1) . Hence we have
and 0<ff a) <l, we can choose a branch of (-1)"'" such that
We choose <p a) as a solution ( (3. 10) (
We define L (j \ <p"\ (5^ and A<» (x, H) inductively, for j>2,
the common denominator of the rational numbers <T (1) Thus we have proved that Z/$^) is a polynomial in H (x, (^i j) ), that is, (3.14)
Then the coefficient of the leading power
. We have
Hence we obtain (3.17) where the summation is, We shall here give a necessary condition in order that the Cauchy (1) for P, a hyperbolic system with diagonal principal part of constant multiplicit3 T , is well posed. It seems that our condition is deeply connected with that given by Mizohata in [11] .
We consider are necessary conditions. If the rank of ( «J is constant, these conditions are sufficients.
